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Summary 
 
1. Necessity and purpose 
 
      Elementary students are in the process of an integral development period of the left and right brain sections, 
and it is very critical time in the process of brain development. During the elementary school years, if they have an 
education that maximizes the integral function of left and right brain sections, their creativity can develop to full 
potential. Therefore, as we give the elementary school students an education which stimulates and helps the 
learner’s brain, we plan to advance their learning abilities in areas such as learning motivation, self conception, 
learning attitude, learning habits, learning method, self confidence, learning interests, and concentration. 
 
 
2. Brain based teaching, learning method 
 
Richards (1984) suggests relaxation exercises, mnemonics, metaphors, analogies, mind maps, music, visual 
strategies, imagery, and positive suggestion as practice for the right brain section. He also points to using visual 
strategies, imagery, music, rhythm, signalization, reading together, gesture, exercise, sampling, color, relaxation, 
positive atmosphere, brain storming, metaphors, picturing, motion, exercise improving confidence, humor and 
group meeting as the method of integrated education. In this class, we adopted the pattern recognition, brain 
physical, brainstorming, brain initiate game, motion education, and implementation of the five senses material. 
 
 
3. Class using brain-based teaching, learning strategies 
 
Class Topic: 
Classify the types of stores according to what they sell. Next, to learn                
                             how to relate the stores with the effect on our lives. 
Teaching  
learning 
strategies 
pattern recognition, brain physical, brainstorming, brain initiate game, 
motion education, five senses material method 
 
 
##pattern recognition 
☺ After showing the part of the picture, students start to 
think by themselves. Student A answered ‘sketch book’. 
Student B answered ‘mushroom’. The type of students’ 
thinking was different and they participated in the class very 
positively. Seconds later, when the teacher showed the whole 
picture they yelled loudly ‘wow’. The students who got the 
right answer showed happiness, the students who got wrong 
answer tried to think again about their answer. 
 
 
Freely observing 
*What is the most important among five senses to observe well? Eyes are the most important part of 
five senses to observe. So let’s exercise Laze 8. 
 
 
##Brain Physical 
 Laze 8s,                                                                 Hook ups 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
☺ In the stage of observing, eye exercises are necessary. Laze 8’s help students with eye exercises 
and improvements to ease the tension.  Brain physical of Hook ups even help the students who have short 
attention span. 
 
Stage of free watching 
   Initiate the motivation  
*This is the part of something. What do you think it is? 
  - Show the students the part of the picture. 
  - Let’s say what you think? 
       $ sketch book, mushroom, socks, etc.  
*You did a good job! This stuff is a fresh cabbage, which we just got from the field. And this is a squid 
from the sea. Where do they want to go? 
 
 
Guided watching stage 
After watching the groups sort things - picture, photo, an actual object 
*After watching group materials, let’s sort the products according to the products which 
are sold. 
-Observing the prepared materials with groups, to discus how to sort the products. 
-After sorting the materials on the sorting board, put them in the treasure chest box. 
-What would be the name of the store? Discuss it and put a funny name on the store. 
 
  
#Brainstormin  
 
-Sorting standard, deciding the store name 
      
☺After students talked and sorted which stores sell which items, 
they decided on the store name. There were so many interesting 
names like “Fresh Store’, “Cool Hof House”, and “Colorful Store”. 
 
 
##Brain initiative game – finding treasure game 
  
  ☺Let’s play finding treasure game. When asking students to 
give their opinion about whether other students’ sorting of products 
were good or not, students did not act as if they were having class. 
Rather they felt like having an enjoyable game. After checking the 
sorted materials, they asked themselves “Why is there a pencil at 
the fish store?”, and found the wrong part by themselves.     
 
 
Sorting 
 
Through motion learning, sort the products that are sold in the same store. 
*Now students choose the product that they want to be. Every student stands up, and put the product 
picture on their head.  Look each other carefully, sort the product sold by the same store. 
 
##Motion learning 
- Sort the products sold in the same store 
☺As soon as student A said “I’m the fish store.”, then student B 
responded, “You’re the product in my store. Let’s be together.” 
While students talked each other and moved by themselves, they 
were learning things from passive learning to active learning. 
Therefore, they can remember learning contents longer. 
Generalization 
 To know the relationship between the market and people 
  * We have learned about stores or markets so far. What do you think of the relationship between the 
market and us? While we are thinking of this, let us try to think of an X. 
     -While exercising of brain physics, make the market fall down. 
     -What if there are no markets? 
 closing 
*Where do you think we can send these products that wait for long time?  
         -Students mention where the products have to go. 
 
 
## Using five 
senses material 
-  Visualization of 
the material 
 
 
 
 
  
☺To feel the market that is apart from students’ life more closely, the teacher made a market a big box so 
students can see the visual material. In addition, the teacher purposely made the market fall down. Next, the 
teacher asked the question, “What would happen to our lives if there are no markets?” Students answered variously 
and easily, “We are going to starve to death.”, “It’s very inconvenient.”, or “We can’t buy goods anywhere.” 
☺Using the material, which used at first at the class, again at the end of the class, we finished the class after we 
found the answer from the starting question at the beginning of the class. 
 
 
4.  After learning as brain-based teaching  learning 
 
learning attitude 
*Doing things by themselves 
* Having better studying attitude 
*Prepare the studying material better 
 
concentration 
 
*Easy to concentrate 
*Widen their thinking 
*Feel they are getting smarter 
*Concentrate well 
learning interests 
* Having better studying exciting 
and interesting 
 
self confidence 
 
*Have confidence with everything 
*Have confidence in studying 
*Have confidence in presentation 
*Feeling that I can do it. 
 learning method 
*After mind map, students can memorize better 
*Know how to study 
*Remember things longer 
*Take better notes 
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